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Metabo Introduces 2019/2020 North America Catalog   

Metabo Power Tools and Accessories 

 

June 12, 2019 – West Chester, PA – Metabo Corporation, a leading 

international manufacturer of professional grade cordless and corded  

hand-held power tools and accessories, launched its updated 2019/2020 

Power Tools and Accessories Catalog. 

 

 

The new catalog features detailed specifications for metalworking, cordless, 

concrete & masonry dustless solutions, woodworking tools, and accessories 

as well as specialty and problem solver tools.  

 

 

Throughout the catalog, the key features and benefits of Metabo tools are highlighted, and more tool feature 

icons have been added to make it easier for tool comparison at a glance. Metabo has also added product  

walk-arounds to category introduction pages and increased product explanations to help make the catalog more 

user-friendly. They have also introduced category coding to the abrasives and carbide section to aid in the 

selection of tool accessories. 

 

 

The catalogs flow was also reorganized to place the cordless section up front and a focal point of the catalog. 

The updated 2019/2020 catalog includes new products such as 12V line of drill/drivers, hammer drill/drivers, 

impact wrenches, caulking guns, USB charger, and battery packs. There are many new tools and accessories 

throughout the catalog in various categories like the metal cutting circular and a full new line of large 

combination hammers, flapper discs and speed-flex ceramic wheels to name a few. 
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And, as always Metabo is on the cutting edge of innovative products, safety and dustless solutions, their full 

range of concrete and masonry dustless solutions is highlighted.  They offer the most advanced integrated 

dustless system for handheld power tools available, protecting users from harmful debris commonly generated 

in surface grinding and drilling applications. 

   

 

For more information on product offerings, please visit: 

https://www.metabo.com/t3/fileadmin/metabo/us/070_news/02_brochures_logos/Catalog_2019-

2020/Catalog2019-20_050919.pdf 

or for a hard copy of the catalog, send your name and mailing address to info@metabousa.com 

 

 

Find us online:  

         

 

For more information on Metabo or their products: 

Metabo USA Website 

 

ABOUT METABO: Engineered in Germany, Metabo’s premium line of power tools are designed specifically for 

professional users to provide the highest level of safety, reliability, and performance.   

Metabo manufactures both corded and cordless power tools, as well as a full line of abrasives and accessories for 

metalworking, concrete and many other industrial and construction applications.  Our extensive line of tools includes 

angle grinders, die grinders, drills, rotary hammers and dustless systems. Also, the Metabo Ultra-M LiHD battery 

technology offers users the mobility and power for the most demanding industrial applications. 
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